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Abstract

Measured hole diffusion coefficients in dye monolayers are larger than can be explained

by a charge hopping model with a static distribution of parameters describing intermolecular

hole transfer. We show that large amplitude fluctuations of the tethered dye configurations on

the surface could explain the observed diffusion rates by enabling charges trapped in particular

configurations to escape as the dye orientations change. We present a multiscale model of hole

transport which includes the effect of dynamic rearrangement of the monolayer of anchored

dyes. Conformations of pairs of indolene dye molecules (both D102 and D149) were gener-

ated by a rigid molecular packing algorithm and Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics to mimic

the conformational and configurational disorder of a dye monolayer adsorbed to an anatase

(101) titanium dioxide surface. The electronic coupling (Ji j) for each pair of neighbouring

dyes was calculated to build distributions representing the disorder in a real system. These
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values were used as inputs to Marcus’ non adiabatic equation for charge transfer to calculate

the rate of hole hopping for each pair. Hole diffusion was simulated with a continuous time

random walk, accounting for different timescales of molecular rearrangement (changes in the

dye geometry). The dynamic nature of configurational disorder was captured by reassigning

the values of Ji j, drawn from the aforementioned distributions, after a fixed renewal time. We

found hole diffusion coefficients of 3.3× 10−8 and 9.2× 10−8 cm2s−1 for D102 and D149

respectively for a renewal time of 10−7 s. This is in good agreement with the corresponding

measured coefficients for D102 and D149 of 9.6× 10−8 and 2.5× 10−7 cm2s−1 whilst the

diffusion coefficients are underestimated by at least a factor of 15 if the dynamics are ignored.

Fast rearrangement of dye monolayer configuration may explain the high lateral hole diffusion

coefficients explained experimentally. Our results indicate that both chemical structure and the

availability of different packing configurations must be considered when designing conductive

molecular monolayers.

Keywords : charge transfer, dye molecule, lateral hole hopping, electronic coupling, con-

figurational disorder, diffusion, continuous time random walk

Dye sensitised semiconductors have sparked wide interest in many energy-related fields, most

particularly photovoltaics and solar fuel production. They consist of a compact or mesoporous

metal oxide film at the surface of which is adsorbed a monolayer of dye molecules. In the Dye

Sensitised Solar Cell (DSSC),1,2 the absorption of photons takes place within the dye molecule

monolayer. Exciton splitting occurs when the electron is injected into the subjacent metal oxide

film (often TiO2) while the hole remains on the dye molecule. In the conventional model of DSSC

operation, the dye is then directly reduced to its neutral state by the surrounding Hole Transporting

Medium (HTM). However, it has been observed in several instances that the hole can diffuse

laterally between dyes in monolayer, across the surface of the metal oxide.3–5 This alternative

charge pathway could serve as a transport mechanism for holes in the solid state DSSCs, where

poor physical contact between the dye monolayer and the HTM is hypothesised to be a bottleneck

for photocurrent generation.6 This phenomenon of lateral hole hopping can also be considered in

the context of the transport of charges to catalytic sites for water splitting or solar fuel production,
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molecular transistors, batteries or any other molecular electronic device.7–15 Therefore, being able

to predict the kinetics of charge diffusion within a molecular monolayer is of significant interest.

Identifying the key factors enhancing charge diffusion in this context will lead to the derivation of

design rules for efficient hole conductive molecular wires.

In this paper, we focus on lateral hole transport between dyes on sensitised TiO2 nanocrystalline

films such as those used in DSSCs and solar fuel photo electrodes. Specifically we develop a com-

putational framework over a range of length and time scales enabling the relationship between

molecular configuration and the bulk diffusion coefficient of holes to be established. Experimen-

tally, hole diffusion has been observed to depend on the nature of the dye and surrounding medium.

This is rationalised given that the chemical structure of the dyes and their physical arrangement in a

given system will control their electronic interactions and hence the conductivity of the monolayer.

Nevertheless, a clear link between the variables governing charge transfer (at the nanoscale) and

the measured observables (diffusion coefficients at the microscale) is still missing.16,17 We need to

understand the relationship between these scales to develop design rules for developing conductive

molecular monolayers.

Intuitively we expect the lateral hole hopping rate to depend on the separation between dye

molecules which, in turn, depends on the density (or loading) of molecules on a given surface

and the electronic coupling between charge donor and acceptor, (which is strongly dependent on

the geometry of the pair of molecules) and on the dynamics of molecular rearrangement. Ex-

perimentally, such information is accessible only on average, for a macroscopic film, while for a

microscopic model one needs the structure of the monolayer at the nanoscale over the time interval

on which charge transfer occurs. Therefore, we need to know not only the chemical structure and

attachment points of the dyes on the semiconductor surface but also the dynamics of conforma-

tional changes and the range of configurations explored by the anchored dye molecules.18 Here we

combine quantum chemical calculations of electronic structure and coupling with ab-initio Molec-

ular Dynamics within the Car-Parrinello framework (CPMD)19 or rigid molecular packing (RMP)

and kinetic Monte Carlo20,21 in order to include the conformational dynamic changes within the
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transport simulation.

Previously, simulations of charges percolating through a dye monolayer have been published

to rationalise lateral hole hopping in DSSC.3,8 However, no study has yet attempted to combine

hole transport with dye dynamics. The influence of the dynamical disorder on charge transfer rates

have been extensively studied for biological systems22–27 but its subsequent effect on macroscopic

quantities is missing.

Many multiscale models treating configurational disorder have been published for conjugated

polymer systems but either neglect its dynamic nature28,29 or exclusively take the average of the

coupling to calculate charge mobilities.18,24 Although it has been shown that configurational dis-

order and in particular the relative orientation of neighbouring charge carriers subunits strongly

affects the charge transfer integral hence the mobility,18,28–30 the effect of the reorientation of

these subunits over times similar to charge hopping has not been studied.

Other models for charge transport in organic semiconductors crystals reveal the importance of

both static and dynamical disorder to calculate realistic charge mobilities,16,31 the latter causing

the relative localisation of electronic states within the lattice.32,33Dynamical disorder also enables

the detrapping of charges by allowing the occurrence of more carriers configurations compatible

with an hopping event.

Integrating transport with molecular dynamics is a difficult problem. In a fully quantum me-

chanical picture, the Hamiltonian describing electronic coupling should be continually updated

for the new conformations in a self consistent manner.17 This is most important for systems with

a high degree of order, such as organic semiconductors.17 In our work, to reduce computational

cost for our more disordered system, we take an approximate approach and decouple molecular

conformation and electronic coupling.

We studied two indolene dye molecules, D102 and D149 (Figure 1), adsorbed on the TiO2

anatase (101) surface. These dyes have differing degrees of conformational disorder on the surface

and possibly a different surface coverage due to different packing motifs. This allows us to examine

the influence of this disorder on transport. We have also measured the apparent diffusion coefficient
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of holes across a nano crystalline film (Dexp).34 We choose these dyes because they perform well

in solid state DSSC35,36and their hole diffusion coefficient is amongst the highest reported.34,37

Also, their anchoring mode and absorption pattern on the (101) TiO2 surface have already been

studied.38,39 The anatase (101) surface corresponds to a large fraction of the TiO2 nanoparticles

surface40,41 and we expect the calculated kinetics to approximate the experimental data well.

Our modelling approach overcomes the difficulties of deriving a macroscopically observable

quantity for a disordered system based on fundamental calculations of processes occurring on a

much shorter timescale. We will show that including the effects of tethered molecular motion

enables us to account for unexpectedly high diffusion coefficients.

Results and discussion

This section is organised as follows. First, we describe the degrees of freedom of indolene dyes

adsorbed on a anatase surface. From this we explain how we compute sets of pair geometries span-

ning the range of expected configurational and conformational arrangements. Second, we calculate

the electronic coupling distribution obtained for these pair geometries. Finally we present the re-

sults of our transport simulations and discuss the influence of dynamic configurational disorder on

the hole diffusion coefficient.

Arrangement of D102 and D149 on the (101) TiO2 surface.

Indolene dye molecules bind to the five-coordinated titanium atoms of the TiO2 surface by their

carboxylate group (see Figure 1a and b), in a bidendate fashion (Figure 1 caption).42,43 The pack-

ing arrangement of D102 and D149 dyes on the anatase surface is given in Figure 1c where (xy)

is the plane of the (101) surface. The basis of vectors {aD102, bD102} and {aD149, bD149} generate

the lattice of attachment points for D102 and D149 respectively. The norm and directions of these

vectors were previously determined by Pastore et al38 by finding the dimers of lowest energy. We

assume full coverage of the TiO2 surface, this is expected in experimental systems for sufficient
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dye exposure.3,8,44 Furthermore the molecular density of D102 and D149 resulting from the ar-

rangement shown in Figure 1c is consistent with the measured dye loading and coverage for the

same system.34,38,45

Figure 1: Chemical structure of D102 (a) and D149 (b). The anchoring group to the TiO2 surface
is circled in red in both cases. We assume that the dye molecules bind to the surface in a bidendate
mode where the two oxygens of the deprotonated acid carboxylic group are attached to different
five coordinated titanium atoms. (c) The most energetically favourable intermolecular spacing for
D102 (blue) and D149 (green).38 The (xy) plane shows the (101) TiO2 surface.

Since the dyes adopt a bidendate anchoring mode, there are two possibilities for one molecule

to sit on the surface (see Figure 2a); this determines the relative orientation of two molecules in

a pair. Because D102 and D149 are not symmetric about the anchoring group we expect these

different configurations to have a potentially important impact on the electronic coupling.

We refer to the combination of binding modes as the configuration (see Figure 2b to 2d) and

the shape of the molecule for a given binding as its conformation.

Furthermore, as seen in Figure 1c, since two neighbouring dyes sit close to each other on the

anatase surface we expect intermolecular interactions to influence the set of possible conformations

adopted by a pair of dyes on the surface. We address the variety of conformations in two ways.

First, in order to sample the conformations explored on short times, less than the time for a typical

charge transfer event (∼1ns), we use Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics (CPMD , see Methods).
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic of the two different orientations one dye molecule can take when attached
to the TiO2 surface. For clarity, only the atoms directly involved in the binding are shown. The
subscripts refers to the label of the atom. (b), (c) and (d) Top view of a pair of D102 separated by
bD102 as generated by PACKMOL.46,47 The two dyes can adopt the same relative orientation (b) or
one dye of the pair is flipped around its anchoring foot (c and d). (e) Schematic of the rotational
degree of freedom considered in this study. (f) Space spanned by the different conformations of a
D102 pair where the two molecules are separated by bD102; due to the rotational degree of freedom.
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The space explored by the different conformations from the CPMD trajectory is visualised in

Figure 3 as a superposition of the sampled geometries. However, to explore the conformations

visited on time scales longer than charge hopping times we must use a less expensive method

since at present the cost of practical CPMD simulations limit them to tens of picoseconds. Here

we approximate the set of conformations by those that are compatible with rotations of the dyes

around their bidentate binding sites defined by the two oxygens of the anchoring group (see Figure

2e and 2f).

For the longer times, we generate sets of pair geometries obeying the spatial constraints of the

anchor points on the surface with a packing optimisation package (PACKMOL, see Rigid Molecular

Packing (RMP) in Methods for details). Whilst the CPMD generates a set of conformations obey-

ing thermodynamic equilibrium and allows for molecular fluctuations, the second (rigid rotation)

generates a much cruder approximation to the likely conformations which does not allow changes

to the molecular shape (see Figure 2f) nor does it generate a means of sampling the conformations

that represents thermodynamic equilibrium. Nevertheless this crude approximation allows us to

explore the effect of conformational variation on long time scale at relatively low computational

cost.

Figure 3: Illustration of the space spanned by the different conformations of a D102 pair where the
two molecules are separated by bD102 (see Figure 1). The two figures are a superimposition of 10
frames, taken at regular interval of a 9 picosecond CPMD trajectory. The left hand side is a view
along the x-axis while the right hand side is a view along the y axis.
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These two methods both generate a set of conformations for each configuration of dye pairs

considered. In the case of the CPMD, the set of conformations conform to thermodynamic equilib-

rium whilst in the case of the rigid rotation different angles are sampled with equal probability since

we have no means to define an equilibrium sample. Consequently the sampling of molecular pairs

will be weighted by a Boltzmann distributed sampling of the pair-wise intermolecular potential

energy, as calculated with the Universal Force Field (UFF) to simulate pair conformations at ther-

mal equilibrium (see Supporting Information). Then, we calculate the electronic coupling between

the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbitals (HOMO) for every molecule pair giving representative

distributions of the orbital overlap integral Ji j accounting for configurational and conformational

disorder within the dye monolayer.

Influence of configurational disorder on electronic coupling

We calculate the electronic coupling, Ji j with the projective method48 (as detailed in Methods)

which gives the matrix coupling element between the molecular orbitals involved in the charge

transfer event (HOMO here).49–51 We use the projective method because it is known to improve

significantly on the more traditional dimer energy splitting method for intermolecular charge trans-

fer (also see Supporting Information).52,53

In D102 and D149, the HOMO as calculated using B3LYP/TZVP-6D is delocalised over the

entire molecule (see Supporting Information). Sampled coordinates of molecular pairs from both

the CPMD trajectory and the RMP were used as inputs into a molecular pair calculation in vacuum

(Gaussian 09 B3LYP/LANL2DZ) with the projective method to calculate distributions of transfer

integrals Ji j.

Figure 4 shows the density plots of the square electronic coupling calculated for the conforma-

tions sampled by CPMD (green curve) in anticipation to its incorporation within Marcus formula

of the rate of charge transfer (cf. Equation 4). For completeness we also show the fluctuations of

the original Ji j data over the simulated time in Supporting Information.

For D102 separated by aD102 (4a), bD102 (4b) and D149 separated by bD149 (4d), we observe
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Figure 4: Probability density distributions of the logarithm of the square electronic coupling (in
eV2) for the different pair configurations. The insets illustrate the spacing of the dyes as given
in Figure 1c. (a) D102 aligned along the separated by aD102. (b) D102 separated by bD102. (c)
D149 separated by aD149 (d) D149 separated by bD149. (e) Schematic of the three configurations
considered in this work. 10



narrow distributions with a peak position around 10−6eV2 (see the dotted green lines in Figures 4a

to 4d for guidance). This implies that the fluctuations in pair geometry sampled by the CPMD are

rather small. In contrast, for D149 separated by aD149, the distribution is much wider and slightly

shifted towards weaker couplings which is assigned to the effect of steric hindrance pushing the

dyes apart.

However, the CPMD calculations do not sample the full set of possible conformations because

of limited simulated time (25ps). To study the effect of a wider range of conformations on the

electronic coupling we also show J2
i j distributions from RMP where different angles of rotation

of the dye around its anchoring group are sampled uniformly. This is done for the three different

configurations, as explained previously and illustrated in Figure 2.

The CPMD has only been performed for pairs of dye having the same relative orientation.

Therefore the range of electronic couplings sampled by CPMD can be compared with the distri-

bution due to PACKMOL for the same orientations only (black curve). The peak position of the

distributions for the two sampling methods are similar for D102 separated by bD102 and D149

separated by bD149 (see Figures 4b and 4d). For D102 separated by aD102 and D149 separated by

aD149 (Figures 4a and 4c), it appears that the CPMD generates distribution slightly shifted towards

weaker couplings. This suggests that in this direction RMP is underestimating the true extent of

steric repulsion of the dye molecules, compared to a more full treatment by CPMD.

Comparing Figure 4a (D102 separated by aD102) and Figure 4c (D149 separated by aD149)

we can see that the ordering of the distributions for particular types of configurations is the same

for D102 and D149 for separation by aD102 and aD149 respectively. This is consistent with the

fact that the pairs are aligned along the same direction on the anatase (101) surface (see Figure

1). Furthermore, we notice a similar peak position for all but one distribution. One possible

interpretation of these results is as follows. Even though the attachment points of D149 on the

anatase surface are further apart than the ones of D102, the molecule itself is bigger and, overall,

the magnitude of the HOMO overlap is similar in both cases. The exception is for the configuration

where the dye at the origin of the coordinate axis is flipped with respect to the other one. In this
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case, the main part of the dyes are separated by the full length of the lattice vector and this could

explain why D149 shows a weaker coupling. In the case where the dye at (aD102,0) or (aD149,0) is

flipped, the main part of the dye is facing outwards; allowing the molecules to overlap significantly

compared to when they have the same relative orientation.

In Figure 4d (D149 separated by bD149) we observe that all distributions have the same peak

position ( ∼ 10−6eV2) and somewhat similar shape. This implies that the configuration has lit-

tle influence on the molecular overlap in this configuration. Nevertheless, it appears that more

conformations are compatible with the spatial constraints of the neighbouring molecules in two

cases, generating tails in the distributions. In contrast, the configuration has strong influence on

the electronic coupling for D102 (in Figure 4b). The different configurations for this last case are

illustrated in Figure 2. For example Figure 2e corresponds to the red curve in Figure 4b. Because

the bigger lobes of the dye face each other, the two molecules tend to lean in opposite directions

due to steric hindrance. This relatively large separation between the molecules leads to a wide dis-

tribution of weak electronic couplings. When the lobes both face away from the neighbouring dye

(Figure 2 f) the molecules lean together leading to a distribution with stronger electronic couplings.

Electronic coupling distributions allow us to calculate the rate of charge transfer for each pair

conformation and configuration (see Methods). To simulate hole diffusion at the scale of the film,

we incorporate this rate into a kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of hole diffusion.

Influence of the configurational disorder on the kinetics of hole diffusion

In this section we incorporate the electronic coupling distributions in a Continuous Time Random

Walk algorithm (CTRW20,21,54) to simulate hole diffusion across the dye molecule monolayer (see

Methods). The adaptive time step, twait after which a hole changes site depends on the rate of

charge transfer, hence on the square of the electronic coupling, J2
i j, between nearest neighbours.

Therefore, we have to consider the relative time scales of the various configurational changes with

respect to the hole hopping to properly integrate the Ji j distributions within the CTRW algorithm.

The electronic coupling is calculated from the projection of the HOMO of one dye on to that of
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its neighbour using the method described in Methods.48,52,53 For each configuration we estimate

the average hopping rates by finding the average < J2
i j > for all dye conformations (see Supporting

information). The resulting average square electronic coupling ranges from 1×10−5 to 1×10−3

eV2. Using non adiabatic Marcus theory for the transfer rate (see Methods) and a calculated

reorganisation energy in solution of 0.961 and 0.896 eV for D102 and D149 respectively (see

Methods), the resulting average hole hopping time varies from 6× 10−10 to 6× 10−8 seconds.

Regarding the dynamics of dye movements on the surface, we expect fluctuations on a timescale

ranging from femtosecond for fast vibrational motions to microsecond for rotations of the whole

molecule around its binding sites. The dye hopping times are intermediate between these time

scales, therefore we need to find a way to integrate dye and charge dynamics in the same model.

To treat the problem properly we would need a statistical ensemble of conformations that spans

the full range of dye dynamics. But since this is too computationally expensive we use the cheaper

RMP generated conformations to include the effect of changing conformations on hopping. In this

approach, the fastest dynamics are neglected. To examine this approximation we use our CPMD

generated ensemble to estimate the effect of fast dynamics on hopping rates. Three algorithms are

implemented as described below and in Methods.

1) The fast limit, where the molecular rearrangement is much faster than the hole hopping

time. This applies to the distributions calculated from the CPMD as the geometrical changes

reported here cover up to 25 picoseconds. In this case, we make the approximation that the effective

electronic coupling experienced by the hole on a given site is the square root of the average square

electronic coupling (see Methods).

2) We assume that the molecular rearrangement is much slower than the hole hopping time.

This is the static limit, where the dye lattice is frozen for the entire duration of the transport simu-

lation. In practice this is equivalent to randomly assigning a value of electronic coupling (sampling

the distributions generated with RMP) to every bond of the lattice at the beginning of the simulation

and keeping it unchanged, providing us with a highly disordered lattice. We then use Boltzmann

weighted probabilities for a charge to change site to simulate thermodynamic equilibrium (see
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Methods).

3) We consider the intermediate regime where the molecular rearrangement happens on a sim-

ilar time scale as the hole hopping. We treat this case by introducing a new parameter, the renewal

time, tren, after which the electronic coupling of each bond of the lattice is randomly reassigned.55

Here we use the distributions of Ji j for the pairs of dye generated with RMP (also using Boltz-

mann weighted CTRW). The fastest dynamics are neglected in this scenario (i.e we do not draw

any Ji j from the CPMD generated distributions) and hence the kinetic Monte Carlo simulation

is expected to underestimate the hole diffusion coefficient relative to the case where both large

amplitude conformation changes and fast dynamics are included, as we show below.

For each charge transport simulation we track the mean square displacement, drms of the charge

on the two dimensional lattice and calculate the diffusion coefficient, Dcalc, from the variation of

the average drms with respect to time (see Methods). The results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Diffusion coefficients calculated with the Continuous Time Random Walk algorithm (see
Methods and figures in Supporting Information). For each dye we show the diffusion coefficient
calculated with the calculated reorganisation energy.56 The diffusion coefficients calculated with
the measured reorganisation energy (which may include a contribution from disorder) are given
in Supporting Information. The three cases (fast limit, static limit and intermediate regime) are
separated by horizontal lines for clarity. The experimental data are shown for comparison where
the measured apparent diffusion coefficient is converted into a two dimensional coefficient Dexp =
2
3D2D,exp, as extensively explained elsewhere34 and in Supporting Information.

Case Dcalc,D102 / cm2.s−1 DD149 / cm2.s−1

with λcalc = 0.961 eV with λcalc = 0.896 eV
Fast limit 4.5×10−7 6.1×10−7

Single value (reference) 1.5×10−7 1.6×10−8

Static limit 1.5×10−9 1.7×10−8

tren = 10−1s 3.5×10−10 3.5×10−8

tren = 10−3s 2.4×10−9 3.8×10−8

tren = 10−5s 1.7×10−9 4.5×10−8

tren = 10−6s 6.5×10−9 5.3×10−8

tren = 10−7s 3.3×10−8 9.2×10−8

D2D,exp 9.6(±2.0)×10−8 2.5(±0.8)×10−7

The fast limit (1), where we use the average of the square electronic coupling from the CPMD

distribution, shows the highest diffusion coefficients. Within this limit the conformational disorder
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is limited to small fluctuations around an upright, reasonably well coupled dye geometry; hence

the hole moves faster across the lattice. The difference between the two dyes is washed out in

this limit which is consistent with the observation that the average square electronic couplings are

similar for both dyes, although the distributions of Ji j are different.

To examine the effect of these fast fluctuations on Dcalc we also give the diffusion coefficient

calculated with representative single values of Ji j for both lattice vectors direction (second line

in Table 1). We choose, as a reference, the values at the peak of the distributions generated with

CPMD (dotted line in Figure 4a to 4d). We observe that for D102 the difference between this

Ji j and
√

< J2
i j > is small (factor of 2) meaning that the fluctuations in Ji j caused by molecular

vibrations have little impact on the diffusion coefficient. In contrast, for D149 the single value Ji j

underestimates
√

< J2
i j > by an order of magnitude. This is because the CPMD explores a larger

space for D149 than for D102 within the time of the simulation as indicated by the broader dis-

tributions of J2
i j. However we believe that in neither case does the CPMD explore the space that

would be spanned by the dyes at longer times (microsecond). To study the effect of larger ampli-

tude fluctuations we below use the distributions generated with RMP with a Boltzmann weighting,

neglecting the fast fluctuations. Based on the comparison of typical Ji j and
√
< J2

i j > for the

CPMD case described above and previous studies17 we infer that these simulations underestimate

the diffusion coefficient by up to an order of magnitude.

The static limit (2) is the case where the disorder is maximal because the lattice is frozen and

we logically obtain the lowest diffusion coefficients for both dyes in this limit. The difference

between Dcalc calculated for both dyes is the greatest.

The diffusion coefficient increases as the renewal time decreases. Indeed, after each time in-

terval tren, the bonds of the lattice are reassigned with a different Ji j, drawn from the distribution.

As a result, the charge is more likely to escape a weakly coupled site and moves faster across the

lattice. The difference between the static limit and the longest renewal time (tren = 10−1s) is not

statistically meaningful as illustrated by the superposition of drms in Supporting Information. For

D102 we see that the diffusion coefficient with the smallest renewal time (10−7s) is 95 times higher
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than the diffusion coefficient within the static limit. For D149, it is only 2.6 times higher. This can

be rationalised looking at the Ji j distributions given in Figure 4 b and d. The distributions are much

wider for D102 than they are for D149 which implies higher disorder. Therefore, the reassignment

of the electronic coupling has more effect for D102 which explains the bigger increase in diffusion

coefficient.

These results are consistent with other theoretical work done on organic semiconductors.57,58

In particular, Geng et al. 57 noticed that the charge mobility was enhanced at room temperature by

a phonon-assisted mechanism in a three dimensional molecular crystal. Although their study does

not properly account for the relative timescale of charge transfer versus lattice fluctuations (the

electronic coupling is systematically reassigned after each hop) their findings can be compared

with our fast renewal time scenario. Then it seems that dynamical disorder helps charge conduc-

tion for both three dimensional organic semiconductors and our two dimensional dye monolayer.

A study similar to Geng et al. s has also been done for one and two dimensional TIPS pentacene

crystals.58 Those authors observed that the effect of dynamical disorder on charge mobility de-

pends on the dimensionality of the system. In particular, they report no influence of dynamical

disorder on the charge mobility within the two dimensional crystals except in the case when the

mean electronic coupling is less than its standard deviation. It would be interesting to see whether

this is specific to the well defined herringbone crystal structure they studied or to the chemical

structure of the molecule itself. In our case we have several distributions to account for the differ-

ent configurations of the dyes in a disordered monolayer and, although not inconsistent, the same

conclusions cannot be reached in a straightforward manner.

Experimental data are given here as guidance but suffer from limitations on their own due to

the effect of series resistance which means that they also underestimate the diffusion coefficient as

discussed in Supporting Information. Also, edges and grain boundaries of the TiO2 nanoparticles

are likely to affect the kinetics of charge transport.10,59 However we believe that these features will

not have a big effect here as each hole is likely to diffuse across only a fraction of a crystalline

face of a nanoparticle before it is regenerated by the hole transporting medium. This is supported
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by the transport simulations where the maximal mean square displacement of the charges on the

simulated lattice can be compared with the surface area of a 10 nm radius TiO2 nanoparticle.

At most the mean square displacement represents 1.2% and 0.6% of the surface of one nanopar-

ticle for D149 (in 0.5µs) and D102 (in 1µs) respectively (details given in Supporting Informa-

tion). This implies that it is unlikely that one hole encounters a boundary or inter particle neck-

ing. Consequently we find interesting to see how our calculated diffusion coefficients compare

with the measured ones. Because a straightforward comparison will still not be rigorous we fo-

cus here on the relative kinetics of the two dyes. We observe that it is the intermediate regime at

short renewal time which reproduce the experimental trend best. The ratio of diffusion coefficient

between the two dyes is consistent between calculated (DD149,calc ≈ 2.7DD102,calc ) and measured

(DD149,exp ≈ 2.6DD102,exp) values. This implies that the hole diffusion kinetics observed in real

systems can be explained by a fast rearrangement of the molecules adsorbed on the TiO2. This

corroborates previous observations where the diffusion coefficient is seen to decrease when the

viscosity of the surrounding hole transporting medium increases.3,34,60 Indeed we expect a slower

rearrangement of the molecular lattice in viscous environment and therefore, as demonstrated in

this paper, a lower diffusion coefficient.

Although we believe that the anatase (101) surface is fully sensitised we cannot exclude the

possibility of less than perfect coverage in the experimental systems. We also expect the renewal

time tren to be temperature dependent in real systems. This could contribute to the measured

activation energy of hole transport and might account for the larger experimental values relative

to the simulation. Future work is underway which aim to quantify tren both theoretically and

experimentally.

Concluding remarks

In this paper we have studied the influence of the configurational disorder within a dye molecule

monolayer on the electronic coupling and the kinetics of hole transfer. We have considered the dy-
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namic rearrangement of electronic couplings between dyes and their effect on a coupled transport

simulation. We use a computationally efficient method of packing rigid dyes to represent different

large amplitude fluctuations and evaluate the effect of fast dynamics by comparing dynamics of

conformations for one configuration with those of a Car Parrinello Molecular Dynamics (CPMD)

generated ensemble. We have compared our calculated diffusion coefficients to values measured

experimentally and report a good agreement on the relative difference between the two indolene

dyes considered. In particular we have observed that a static model cannot give a diffusion coef-

ficient high enough to explain the experimental trend, as opposed to a model with a rearranging

lattice. We conclude that it is likely to be the motion of the dyes on the surface that allows the fast

conduction of holes through the monolayer. As a result, a greater range of configurational disorder

will result in a slower hole transfer dynamics but can be balanced by a fast rearrangement of the

molecules which allows charges to escape structurally trapping configurations. Consequently the

viscosity of the medium surrounding the dyes is likely to play a role as it may slow the molecular

dynamics. To design fast conducting molecular wires one needs to account for the freedom of the

molecules once attached on the substrate.

Methods

Ab-initio Molecular Dynamics

Periodic DFT calculations have been carried out within the generalized gradient approximation

(GGA) using the PBE exchange-correlation functional.61 The Car-Parrinello (CP) model as im-

plemented in Quantum-Espresso package was used.62 Electron-ion interactions were described by

ultrasoft pseudopotentials with electrons from S 3s, 3p; O, N and C 2s, 2p; H 1s; Ti 3s, 3p, 3d,

4s shells explicitly included in the calculations. Plane-wave basis set cutoffs for the smooth part

of the wave functions and the augmented density were 25 and 200 Ry, respectively. The TiO2

anatase (101) surface was modeled as a periodic slab with a thickness of ≈ 7 Å. As shown in Ref.

60, the computed binding energies are almost independent of the number of layers in the anatase
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slabs.63 The D102 and D149 pairs were adsorbed on one side of the slab. A minimum separation

between repeated images of ≈ 10 Å was ensured throughout the simulation. The A and B periodic

dimension of the TiO2 slab were chosen to reproduce the two preferred adsorption positions along

the x and y direction. Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations have been carried out with

an integration time step of 10 a.u.; the fictitious mass for the electronic degrees of freedom is 1000

a.u. and the atomic masses to the value of 5 amu.

Cell Parameters

D102 for the pair separated by aD102: A = 7.57 Åand B = 20.48Å.

D102 for the pair separated by bD102 : A = 15.14ÅB = 10.24 Å.

D149 for the pair separated by aD149 : A = 11.35 ÅB = 20.48Å

D149 for the pair separated by bD149 : A = 22.71 ÅB = 10.24Å.

Rigid Molecular Packing (RMP)

In PACKMOL, each atom or group of atoms can be constrained within a sphere or a box of user

defined radius, centre, side length and angle. In this work we choose to place specific atoms (see

details below) into spheres of very small radius to allow for minimal (with respect to the inter-

atomic distance) but isotropic changes around the set absolute position (as illustrated in Figure 2

f. The specific set of constraints used to generate pairs of dyes mimicking their dynamical rear-

rangement on the surface are the following. Each oxygen atom from the carboxylic acid groups

is constrained within a sphere of radius 0.01 Å which effectively fix the anchoring group in space

while allowing the whole dye to adopt various inclination angles.

There are then 4 spheres to define for a pair (2 per dye). The centres of the two spheres from

the same dye are separated by (2.2, 0.0, 0.0) so the oxygens are aligned along the x-direction.38

This displacement (2.2 Å) is set to match the distance between the two oxygens in the optimised

geometry of the dye. All atoms are set to be above the (0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0 ) plane. The virtual surface

is then in the (x,y) plane and its normal is carried along the positive z-direction. One carbon of the

body of the dye is constrained within a box of size 20x20x8 Å. This is to ensure that the dyes do
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not fall absolutely flat on the surface. The second dye of the pair is subject to the same constraints

than the first dye but shifted by the displacements vectors in Figure 1. 450 pairs were created for

each displacement vectors : 150 when the second dye in the pair is a simple translation of the first

dye; 150 when the second dye is a simple translation but the first dye is then "flipped" around its

anchoring feet; 150 when the second dye is first translated from the first dye and then "flipped"

around its anchoring feet.

Electronic coupling

We make use of the frozen core orbital approximation and treat the electronic coupling, Ji j, be-

tween two molecules i and j as their HOMO overlap (for hole exchange). As described else-

where,48,52,53 Ji j can be found by reading the appropriate off-diagonal element of the following

matrix :

(GT B)T
εpair(GT B), (1)

where εpair are the eigenvalues of the pair of molecules; B is the basis of the normalised eigen-

vectors of the pair and G =

 ... Ψi
k ... 0

0 ... Ψ
j
m ...

 with Ψi
k (Ψ j

m) the kth (mth) molecular orbital

of the molecule i ( j) expressed in the atomic orbitals basis set.

εpair, B, Ψi
k and Ψ

j
m are taken from three DFT energy calculations in vacuum (B3LYP/TZVP-

6D with Gaussian0964) on the pair and each isolated molecules. All DFT calculations to get the

electronic coupling are performed on the dyes without the TiO2 surface but with protonated anchor-

ing group. The hydrogen on the anchoring group aims to mimic the contribution from the surface

to the HOMO of the dyes and allows both consistency between the CPMD and RMP generated

pairs and savings on computational time. We test this approximation by comparing the electronic

coupling between a pair of dyes anchored on a TiO2 cluster and a pair of protonated dyes (see

Supporting Information). We find JDye−H ∼ JDye−TiO2 which validates our approach.
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Continuous Time Random Walk20,21

We assume that the charge moves through the lattice by a succession of hops from one molecule

to one of its nearest neighbours. The lattice reproduces the spacing of the dye molecules when

anchored on the (101) TiO2 surface (lattice vectors given in Figure 1).

The electronic coupling distributions are uniformly sampled to assign one Ji j to every lattice

bond. In case 1 we sample the distributions from the CPMD generated pairs which obey thermo-

dynamical equilibrium and do a random walk to extract diffusion coefficients. In cases 2 and 3,

we also uniformly sample the distributions from the RMP generated pairs but perform a biased

random walk to incorporate thermal equilibration effects (details in Supporting Information).

In case 2 where the molecular rearrangement is much slower than the hole hopping time, the

electronic coupling between each possible lattice site is randomly fixed with values uniformly

sampled from the distributions of possible Ji j. We use an adaptive time step, twait , defined as :

twait =−
lnR

∑
nn
j=0 Γi j

, (2)

where R is a random number between 0 and 1, Γi j is the rate of intermolecular charge transfer

between molecule i and molecule j and the summation is performed on all nearest neighbour (nn)

pairs (here always 4 as shown in Figure 1).

The destination is picked according to the Boltzmann weighted distribution :

Pi j ∝

Γi j× exp
(
−∆Ui j

kBT

)
∑

nn
j=0 Γi j× exp

(
−∆Ui j

kBT

) , (3)

where Pi j is the probability of going from dye molecule i to dye molecule j and ∆Ui j is the

energy difference between site j and site i when positive, it is set to 1 otherwise (details on the

calculation of Ui j can be found in Supporting Information We use non-adiabatic Marcus theory in

the weak coupling regime to define Γi j:
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Γi j =
2π

h̄
|Ji j|2

1√
4πλtotkBT

exp
(
− λtot

4kBT

)
, (4)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, Ji j the electronic coupling between molecule

i and j, λtot the total reorganisation of charge transfer and h̄ is Planck’s constant divided by 2π .

Notice that we assume no energetic disorder (∆G = 0) since the charge donor and acceptor are

identical.

The reorganisation energy of hole transfer is calculated via quantum chemical calculations us-

ing the four point energy method modified to incorporate solvent effects.56 The electronic coupling

is calculated as described above.

We calculate the diffusion coefficient, Dcalc from the mean square displacement of the hole on

the lattice:

Dcalc =
1
4
< r2 >

∆t
(5)

where < r2 > is the mean square displacement of the charge in the (xy) plane of the surface

and ∆t is the time step. Each walk is binned into 2000 smaller walks to improve statistics.

As described in Results and Discussion, in case 3 where the molecular rearrangement happens

on a similar time scale as the hole hopping; the Ji j values are refreshed every tren.55 More specifi-

cally, after each hop we calculate the waiting time according to Equation 2. Then we compare the

waiting time to the renewal time. If twait < tren, the time is incremented by twait , the renewal time

is decreased by twait and the charge changes site according to Equation 3. If twait > tren, the time

is incremented by tren, new Ji j are assigned to the lattice bonds, a new waiting time is calculated

accordingly and the procedure is reiterated. We note that if twait > tren always, we never reach the

condition for the charge to change site. Consequently, for a given distribution of electronic cou-

plings, there is a minimum tren that one can simulate. In our case the threshold was tren = 10−7s.

Below this value, the charge is trapped on a site and never escapes.

For the case 1 where we assume that the charge sees an effective average electronic coupling,
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we refine the definition of twait and Pi j :

twait,CPMD =− ntot lnR
∑nn ∑ntot Γi j

, (6)

where ntot is the total number of Ji j values we have in both directions and the summation of the

rates is carried over the total distribution for all the nearest neighbour pairs. The destination site j

is chosen randomly according to the probability distribution :

Pi j,CPMD ∝
ntot ∑nxory Γi j

nxory ∑nn ∑ntot Γi j
, (7)

where nxory is the number of Ji j in the distribution describing the pair aligned along the x or y

direction, depending on the nearest neighbour pair considered.

The rest of the CTRW algorithm remains identical.
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Experimental methods

The experimental method used to measure Dexp is described in details elsewhere.34 Here we report

the main points regarding such procedure. We also comment on the correction of the values that

we report in the main text on the basis of non idealities which are found to have an important role

in our measurements.

Samples preparation Fluorine tin oxide (FTO) conductive TEC-15 glass substrates were used.

The cleaning procedure consisted in washing the slides with soap and rinsing them with deionised

water, acetone and isopropanol. They were finally heated to 450◦C for 30 minutes. TiO2 paste

(Dyesol 18 NR-T) was applied on the substrates via doctor blading. By sintering the samples

(450◦C for 30 minutes adopting 10 minute heating ramp), TiO2 films of about 7 µm thickness (d)

were obtained. Dyeing of the films was performed by immersing the samples in dye solution (0.1

mM D102 or 0.06 mM D149 both in 1:1 volume ratio of acetonitrile:tert-butyl alcohol) directly

from the oven were they were stored at a temperature of 120◦C. Two dyeing times were consid-

ered: a relatively short time (3.5 hours) as short time dyeing is often adopted when fabricating

solid state DSSCs; dyeing time of 20 hours was also performed, as full coverage is desirable when

comparing experimental data to computed values of the diffusion coefficient. Before measuring
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the films, they were rinsed in acetonitrile for 1 to 5 minutes and then inserted in an electrochemical

cell.

Experimental setup Cyclic voltammetry was performed by means of an IVIUM CompactStat

instrument. The dye sensitised films were used as working electrode of the cell. A silver/silver

chloride (3M NaCl) reference electrode and a platinum counter electrode were used to complete

the three electrode configuration. All measurements were performed in 0.1 M tert butyl ammonium

perchlorate (TBAP) dissolved in acetonitrile. By scanning the potential of the working electrode

(dye sensitised film) towards positive electrochemical potential, oxidation of the dyes in proximity

of the FTO substrate occurs. The hole injected in the dye is then able to hop to other molecules

resulting in a diffusion limited current across the depth of the film.

Method The redox potential related to the oxidation of the dyes anchored to the TiO2 was

estimated (Eredox) by setting the scan rate (ν) to 50 mV/s and taking the average of the oxidation

and reduction peaks of the cyclic voltammogram. For the estimation of the apparent diffusion

coefficient (Dexp in the main text), higher values of scan rate (between 0.2 and 0.5 V/s) were

adopted. Dexp was calculated from the current density peak jp (A cm−2) and the dye loading c0

(cm−3) as follow :

Dexp = 5.02
kBT j2

p

q3c2
0ν

(8)

where q is the charge of an electron, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature.

D2D,exp reported in the text is obtained by using the relationship Dexp = αD2D,exp, where α

accounts for the dimensionality of the dye monolayer. For the surface of the mesoporous TiO2

film we expect α < 2
3 . Here, we use a value of α of 2

3 which approximates the dimensionality of

the system to be 3. This corresponds to approximating the system under study to an isotropic three

dimensional lattice.

In table S1 we report the values of c0 (measured via UV-vis absorption of the sensitised film)

and of Dexp obtained for the two materials under different dyeing conditions. Table S1.

Discussion of the effect of series resistance
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Table 2: Values of dye loading and of hole apparent diffusion coefficient measured for D102 and
D149 sensitized TiO2 films. Dexp was extracted from cyclic voltammograms of 3 or more samples
using Equation 8. c0 was extracted from the absorption spectrum of a 1µm thick film that was dyed
in the same vial as the samples used for electrochemical measurement by using Beer Lambert’s
law.

D102 D149
Dexp / 10−7cm2.s−1 c0 / cm−3 Dexp / 10−7cm2.s−1 c0 / cm−3

tdyeing = 3.5 hrs 0.62 ± 0.27 6.13 ±1.0 1.7 ± 0.2 6.0 ± 0.9
tdyeing = 20 hrs 0.63 ±0.12 9.2 ± 1.4 1.9 ±0.3 6.9 ±1.1

For diffusion limited cyclic voltammograms, the current density peak resulting from the mea-

surement is proportional to ν1/2. Low values of scan rate are desirable in that when low current

and low current density are to be measured the effects of respectively series resistance and kinetic

limitation at the FTO/dyed TiO2 interface (that we indicate as x = 0) can be neglected. However,

the value of ν needs to be high enough so that during the measurement and up to when the current

density peak is reached, a negligible fraction of dyes at the end of the film (x = d) is in the oxidised

state. When both these conditions are met, and only for single electron reactions, the apparent dif-

fusion coefficient can be estimated with Equation 8. We find that in our experimental procedure,

for dyes with high (Dexp ≥ 3× 10−8cm2.s−1) diffusion coefficient, the effect of series resistance

and of the finite rate of charge transfer at the FTO/dyed TiO2 interface becomes significant. Both

D102 and D149 belong to this category and we expect the error in the determination of Dexp by us-

ing Equation 8 to be dominant when compared to other experimental errors. If the series resistance

of the cell (FTO and electrolyte) were negligible and the equilibrium between the FTO contact

and the dyes at the interface were guaranteed throughout the experiment, then the electrochemical

potential E(t) of the dyes at x = 0 can be defined as:

E(t) = E(t = 0)+νt (9)

As a result of the relatively high diffusion coefficient of holes transported across the dyes,

the current density recorded is such that the conductivity of the components that set the dyes’

electrochemical potential is limiting. This leads to:
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E(t) = E(t = 0)+νt−∆V (t) (10)

where ∆V (t) accounts for the potential needed to drive the current in the system.

Figure 5: Experimental current density versus time (blue dotted line) measured with cyclic voltam-
metry and relative calculated curves for D102 (a) and D149 (b) sensitised TiO2 films on FTO
substrates. The red lines represent calculated curves where an effective series resistance (Rs) is
included in the model when defining the boundary condition at the FTO/dyed TiO2 interface. The
value of Dexp and Rs are varied in order to match the current density peak and the peak position.

In Figure 5 we plot the current density measured with cyclic voltammetry on a D102 (a) and

a D149 (b) sensitised TiO2 mesoporous film on FTO versus time. Scan rate values of 0.2 V/s for

D102 and 0.5 V/s for D149 have been used to comply with the semi-infinite slab approximation

that we described earlier in this document. The red and cyan lines are obtained from calculation

as described below. The red lines in Figure 5 are obtained by numerically solving Fick’s first law

of diffusion and using Equation 10 as boundary condition at the FTO/dyed TiO2 interface, with

∆V (t) being:

∆V (t) = RsI(t) (11)

The values of Rs and Dexp are such to reproduce at the same time the current density peak and

the peak position. Their values is therefore not a result of a fit over the whole set of data. Each of
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the cyan lines represents another calculated curve using the estimated value of Dexp but adopting

Equation 9 as boundary condition. This is what one would expect for an equally "fast" diffusion

of the holes but in the absence of series resistance. We observe that data collected for D102 can

be reasonably explained by including the effect of Rs in the model. Conversely, data for D149

show a broader shape of the cyclic voltammogram which we are not able to explain. This effect

could be due to the particular way the dye packs on the surface or to a multiple electron redox

exchange. We also notice that D149 sensitized films undergo more pronounced desorption during

the measurement than D102 or other dyes we have tested. The desorption of oxidized dyes would

indeed have a time dependent influence on the diffusion of holes within the remaining dyes in the

monolayer. The values obtained by simply applying Equation 8 to the measurements shown in

Figure 5 (Dexp) and the ones resulting from our analysis (Dexp,Rs) are listed in Table 3.

Table 3

Dexp / cm2.s−1 Dexp,Rs / cm2.s−1 Ratio Dexp
Dexp,Rs

D102 sample 0.69×10−7 1.3×10−7 0.53
D149 sample 1.8×10−7 4.6×10−7 0.39

This analysis is aimed to give a sense of the error committed when using Equation 8 to estimate

the diffusion coefficient of holes in dye sensitized systems. Values reported for D149 and D102 in

the main text are meant to define the order of magnitude of the actual diffusion coefficient and to

be used for comparison between the two dyes.

Comments on the kintetics at the interface In the case where also kinetic limitations at the

FTO/dyed TiO2 interface are considered, ∆V (t) can be expressed as:

∆V (t) = RsI(t)+
kBT
0.5

arcsinh
(

j(t)
j0

)
(12)

Here, in addition to the effect of series resistance, an overpotential is considered. The expres-

sion of this component is derived from the Butler-Volmer equation using j0 as the exchange current

density and a value of 0.5 for the Butler-Volmer charge transfer coefficient. When using Equation

12 to express ∆V (t) in the model, multiple sets of values for the parameters Dexp, Rs, and j0 en-
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able accurate match of the peak as described earlier. Despite the additional free parameter, we are

not able to reproduce the broadening of the cyclic voltammograms of D149 sensitised samples.

Furthermore, the values of Dexp extracted from this analysis when using only contribution from Rs

(very high j0) are highest. Therefore, we can consider the ratios expressed in Table ?? as an upper

limit of the degree of underestimation of the actual value Dexp when using Equation 8.

Additional simulations

HOMO localisation on D102 and D149

Figure 6 gives an illustration of the localisation of the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO)

in indolene dyes.

Figure 6: HOMO localization on D102 (a) and D149 (b) from DFT calculations (B3LYP/TZVP-
6D, Gaussian09) (isovalues of 0.02 and -0.02).

Influence of the TiO2 surface on the electronic coupling

We check the effect on Ji j of replacing the TiO2 surface by an hydrogen atom as follows. First

we create a highly symmetric pair of protonated D102 dyes (cf. Figure 7a) for which we calculate
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the electronic coupling with the projective method : Ji j = 0.382 meV. Because the dyes are perfect

mirror image of one another the coupling can also be found by looking at half the HOMO energy

difference of the dimer. Here we get JHOMO−splitting = 0.380meV. This certifies that our imple-

mentation of the projective method is correct; hence that our values of Ji j can be trusted. Second,

we take the same pair of dyes but substitute a TiO2 slab to the hydrogen of the anchoring group

(see Figure 7b). We calculate the coupling with the projective method and obtain Ji j = 0.346meV

which is very close to the value from the pair without the surface. This validates the approxima-

tion of using protonated dyes for Ji j calculations in this study. It has to be noted that in this case

the HOMO splitting energy difference has no physical meaning. Indeed the complex generated is

purely hypothetical with a necessarily disconnected surface slab to ensure perfect symmetry of the

dyes. Additionally the lack of periodic boundary conditions in Gaussian 09 DFT calculations with

localised basis sets makes the energy levels of the pair unreliable.

Figure 7: Symmetric complexes generated to test the validity of using protonated dye molecules
for the calculation of the electronic coupling. (a) Pair of protonated D102 mirror image of one
another. (b) Same pair of D102 as in (a) where the hydrogen of the anchoring group is replaced by
a TiO2 cluster.
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Additional characteristics of the electronic coupling distributions

The average of the electronic coupling from the distributions shown in Figure 4 is given in Table

4.

Table 4: Average of the electronic coupling and average of the square electronic coupling for D102
and D149 for the distributions illustrated in Figure 4.

Case < Ji j > / eV < J2
i j >/ eV2

Packmol total x D102 3.250×10−2 5.264×10−3

Packmol total y D102 2.650×10−3 2.590×10−4

Packmol total x D149 1.124×10−2 7.100×10−4

Packmol total y D149 4.792×10−3 2.633×10−4

CPMD x D102 5.193×10−3 7.213×10−5

CPMD y D102 2.356×10−3 1.419×10−5

Figure 8 shows the evolution of the electronic coupling as a function of the time simulated with

CPMD.

We observe that the distributions are centred around the Ji j = 0 as expected. The magnitude of

the variations are analysed in the main text.

Pair energies from Universal Force Field (UFF) calculations

Figures 9 and 10 show the correlation between the electronic coupling and the energies (ui j) for

each RMP generated pairs. The energy is the sum of the Coulomb and Van der Waals interactions

calculated with Universal Force Field (UFF) in Gaussian 09.

From these results we can define the energy at a given site i as :

Ui =
1
2

nn

∑
j=0

ui j, (13)

where ui j is the energy of the pair calculated with UFF.
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Figure 8: Evolution of the electronic coupling over the CPMD trajectories for D102 and D149 in
both directions. The x-axis is the CPMD simulation step number which can be readily converted
into time given the time step, ∆t = 0.048ps.
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Figure 9: Non bounded interaction energy for D102 pairs. The energy is the sum of the Coulomb
and Van der Waals interactions calculated with Universal Force Field (UFF) in Gaussian 09.
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Figure 10: Non bounded interaction energy for D149 pairs. The energy is the sum of the Coulomb
and Van der Waals interactions calculated with Universal Force Field (UFF) in Gaussian 09.
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RMP generated lattice thermal equilibration

As mentioned in the main text, the RMP generated Ji j distributions do not satisfy thermodynamic

equilibrium. To assess how far a random lattice is from thermal equilibrium we build an Ising

relaxation scheme :

step 1 : build a lattice for which one Ji j and its corresponding energy (ui j) are randomly as-

signed to every bond.

- step 2 : pick a site at random and calculate its energy according to Equation 13 Ui,old

- step 3 : reassign (Ji j, ui j) to the four bonds of the site and calculate the new site energy, Ui,new

- step 4: if ∆U =Ui,new−Ui,old < 0 accept the changes and go back to step 1.

Else only accept the change if X , random number between 0 and 1 is below the Boltzmann

factor associated with the change (exp
(
− ∆U

kBT

)
) and go back to step 1.

The energy variation of two 30 by 30 D102 and D149 lattices is given in Figure 11.

D149

D102

Figure 11: Total energy variation of randomly generated D102 and D149 lattices (30*30 sites)
following thermal relaxation according to an Ising scheme.
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The energy difference between the starting lattice and the lattice at convergence, normalised by

the number of sites is about 3 and 10 kBT for D149 and D102 respectively. This implies that a ran-

domly generated lattice is too far from equilibrium to neglect thermal relaxation effects. However

these equilibrations are quite expensive. Hence we use rather small lattices. We test our procedure

with respect to the lattice size and obtain the expected linear relationship between the lattice energy

at convergence and the number of sites, as shown in Figure 12. As can be observed our biggest lat-

tice here is 100*100 sites which we believe is too small to perform a random walk on. This study

stresses the importance of thermal equilibration for the RMP generated lattice but bigger lattices

are required to get good statistics on the diffusion coefficients. To resolve this issue we do a bi-

ased random walk on the initial lattices to incorporate thermodynamics effects. In other words, the

sampling of the molecular pairs will be weighted by a Boltzmann distributed sampling of the pair

energies.

Figure 12: Total lattice energy at convergence as a function of the number of sites for D102 and
D149 RMP generated lattice.

Random walks and diffusion coefficients

Figure 13 shows the walks for D102 and D149 in case 3. The mean square displacement reaches

8×10−14 and 1.5×10−13 cm2 at the most for D102 and D149 respectively. The surface area of a
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TiO2 nanoparticle of radius 10 nm, (assumed spherical) is about 1.26×10−11 cm2. Hence a charge

diffuses across 0.64 and 1.2 % of a TiO2 nanoparticle for D102 and D149 respectively. This im-

plies that, at first approximation, we can neglect the effects of the edges and grain boundaries in

the mesoporous film when comparing with experimental data.
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Figure 13: Mean square displacement of the charge on the RMP generated D102 and D149 lattices
as simulated with the biased random walk in case 3. The runs from different renewal time are
superimposed in both cases. The colour code is as follows : green : tren = 10−1s, dark blue :
tren = 10−3s, red : tren = 10−5s, cyan : tren = 10−6s, magenta : tren = 10−7s.

Table 5: Diffusion coefficients calculated with the Continuous Time Random Walk algorithm with
the calculated the measured reorganisation energy.

Case DD102 / cm2.s−1 DD149 / cm2.s−1

with λexp = 1.336 eV with λexp = 1.023eV
Fast limit 2.60×10−7 5.08×10−7

Static limit 8.98×10−10 1.41×10−8

tren = 10−1s 6.12×10−10 1.19×10−8

tren = 10−3s 7.75×10−10 1.24×10−8

tren = 10−5s 2.21×10−9 1.80×10−8

tren = 10−6s 6.06×10−9 3.21×10−8

tren = 10−7s 1.83×10−8 7.18×10−8

D2Dexp 9.6(±2)×10−8 2.5(±0.08)×10−7

At the smallest renewal times, we compare the diffusion coefficient when the Ji j are drawn

from the PACKMOL or the CPMD distributions. We can see opposite trend for the two dyes.
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Table 6: Comparison of the diffusion coefficients calculated at fast renewal times with the distri-
butions from CPMD and from PACKMOL

Case Dcalc / cm2.s−1 Dcalc / cm2.s−1

with PACKMOL with CPMD
D102 tren = 10−6s 6.5×10−9 6.03×10−8

D102 tren = 10−7s 3.3×10−8 8.76×10−8

D149 tren = 10−6s 5.3×10−8 3.21×10−8

D149 tren = 10−7s 9.2×10−8 7.18×10−8

For D102, the coefficients from the CPMD are higher than the ones from PACKMOL. This is

because of the wide PACKMOL distributions for D102 which brings more weak Ji j than the CPMD

distributions (Figure 4 b in the main text). On the other hand, the PACKMOL distributions for D149

are similar in shape to the CPMD distributions but with overall higher mean leading to higher

diffusion coefficients.

This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org/.
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